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The Halifax Ranch Fiction Prize 2024

by ASF Editors |  April 9, 2024
[image: The Halifax Ranch Fiction Prize 2024]We’re so pleased to announce that our judge for this year’s Halifax Ranch Fiction Prize will be Daniel Mason, author of The Piano Tuner, A Far Country, The Winter Soldier, A Registry of My Passage Upon the Earth, and most recently North Woods, a New York Times bestselling novel, a New York Times and Washington Post Top 10 Book of 2023, and finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award.

This year, we're again partnering with the Tasajillo Residency, an idyllic writing residency that … [Read more...] about The Halifax Ranch Fiction Prize 2024

Filed Under: NOTEBOOK, NOTEBOOK FEATURE 
Spiders Cry Without Tears

by Diane Oliver |  February 6, 2024
[image: Spiders Cry Without Tears]Diane Oliver had published a handful of fiction pieces, one of which won an O. Henry Prize, had edited her college student newspaper, and was about to graduate from the Iowa Writers Workshop--one of the few Black women to have attended the program--when she was killed in a motorcycle accident in 1966 at the age of just twenty-two. Her promising literary future suddenly cut off, she left behind a short, masterful stack of stories that are now being published in a new collection. The stories--like … [Read more...] about Spiders Cry Without Tears

Filed Under: NOTEBOOK, NOTEBOOK FEATURE Tagged With: Diane Oliver, Neighbors
MFA for All

by ASF Editors |  January 16, 2024
[image: MFA for All]MFA for All was born from our desire to create a space where MFA-quality instruction is widely accessible to writers no matter their age, background, location, or financial situation. MFA for All is not a degree-granting program—it is a community-rich online educational experience led by top-notch faculty, free of the significant hurdles of time, expense, and geography that MFAs demand.

These master classes will offer structured insight into your craft and writing practice, giving access to a … [Read more...] about MFA for All

Filed Under: NEWS Tagged With: Carmen Maria Machado, Lauren Groff, Luis Alberto Urrea, MFA for All
The 2024 Halifax Ranch Prize Winners

by ASF Editors |  February 1, 2024
[image: The 2024 Halifax Ranch Prize Winners]We are thrilled to announce the winners of this year's Halifax Ranch Fiction Prize, judged by Kelly Link. We consider it our privilege to have spent time with so many terrific submissions—thank you for giving us the opportunity to read your work. Congratulations to the winners!
_____

First-Place Prize:
"A Place Where Sadness Cannot Go" by Laura Grothaus
Judge Kelly Link writes, "While every single story I read from the long list had something to recommend it—I can’t say how thrilling it is … [Read more...] about The 2024 Halifax Ranch Prize Winners

Filed Under: NEWS Tagged With: Baltimore writer, Book Moon, Get in Trouble, halifax ranch, halifax ranch fiction prize, Halifax Ranch Prize, kelly link, Laura Grothaus, Magic for Beginners, Matthew Lawrence Garcia, short story contest, White Cat Black Dog
The Letters

by Andrew Porter |  January 21, 2024
[image: The Letters]My mother has been sending me letters lately. Not letters intended for me but rather letters she has been writing to various people in her life—important influences, she calls them. Relatives, friends, former classmates, coworkers. She has been writing two or three letters a week and sending them to me via email to look over and send back to her with comments. You’re a professor, she tells me, you know the right way to put these things. 

She says she wants me to be brutally honest with her, … [Read more...] about The Letters

Filed Under: Uncategorized Tagged With: andrew porter, Fiction, san antonio, short story, the letters
EOD

by Serena Lin |  February 8, 2024
[image: EOD]Sam feared old people. She feared their drooping folds, their soft edges, like a block of butter left out for too long. They haunted the office in their squelching orthopedic sneakers, moving so slowly that Sam sometimes expected them to leave behind snail trails of mucus. She drifted behind them in the hallways, keeping at least ten paces of distance. She didn’t like to get too close to their odor of mothballs and lye soap; she didn’t want to see where their hair had thinned to reveal the … [Read more...] about EOD
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Order Now!





Featuring new stories by Dave Eggers, Becky Hagenston, Jane Kalu, Diane Oliver, and Kate Tighe-Pigott. 

You can preview the issue here.
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[image: MFA for All]MFA for All
By ASF Editors
MFA for All was born from our desire to create a space where MFA-quality instruction is widely accessible to writers no matter their age, background, location, or financial situation. MFA for All is not a degree-granting program—it is a community-rich online educational experience led by top-notch faculty, free of the significant hurdles of time, expense, and geography that MFAs demand.

 


[image: The 2024 Halifax Ranch Prize Winners]The 2024 Halifax Ranch Prize Winners
By ASF Editors
We are thrilled to announce the winners of this year’s Halifax Ranch Fiction Prize, judged by Kelly Link. We consider it our privilege to have spent time with so many terrific submissions—thank you for giving us the opportunity to read your work. Congratulations to the winners!

 


[image: Now Open: American Short(er) Fiction Prize]Now Open: American Short(er) Fiction Prize
By ASF Editors
We are thrilled to announce that the brilliant Dantiel W. Moniz—author of the acclaimed story collection Milk, Blood, Heat—will judge our 2024 American Short(er) Fiction Prize. The prize recognizes extraordinary short fiction under 1,000 words. The first-place winner will receive a $1,000 prize and publication. Previous winners of the Short(er) Fiction Prize have gone on to be anthologized in places such as The Pushcart Prize: Best of the Small Presses. All entries will be considered for publication. Submit your entry online between November 30, 2023 – February 15, 2024.
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Registration is now open for MFA for All: graduate-level online lectures taught by Lauren Groff, Carmen Maria Machado, and more!
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Issue 79 on Sale Now: New stories from Dave Eggers, Becky Hagenston, Jane Kalu, Diane Oliver, and Kate Tighe-Pigott. Order yours today.
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